Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to further improve accuracy of the grain yield prediction and enhance the robustness of the prediction algorithm. The method mainly involves the knowledge included Gray Theory and Multiple Linear Regression. Readers can refer to Headline 2 to understand. Firstly, this method analyzed the factors that affected the grain yield, smoothed the data of the previous influence factors exponentially, used the gray theory to iteratively predict the new impact factor data, and then automatically selected the factors with high correlation degree through the influence factor correlation analysis. Finally, different treatment processed grain yield data to reduce the fluctuation of the data. To predict future grain yield used multiple regression and residual correction. You can check the title 3 for a detailed solution. The forecasting method proposed in this paper has a good prediction effect, and the relative error of annual average prediction is less than 5%.
Introduction
Food is important for economic development and social stability. China is a large agricultural country. Both the amount of food production and the ability to meet the needs of the people at all levels of government are the main issues of concern, so the prediction of grain production to guide food production is of great significance [1, 2] . There are many methods for forecasting, such as time series regression method [3] , BP neural network method [4] , gray prediction [5] , multiple linear regression [6] and so on. Because grain yield is affected by many factors, which leads to the non-stationarity of time series of grain yield, the traditional prediction method has low accuracy and robustness.
Based on the study of gray theory and multiple regression, this paper proposes a new method of grain yield combining forecasting based on exponential smoothing and difference processing. The method firstly analyzes the factors that affect the grain yield(total area sown to grain crops, total labor force, total fertilizer use, effective irrigation area, total electricity consumption, total mechanical power, total area affected, etc.), exponentially smooth the previous influence factor data, and then use the gray theory to iterate to predict the new influence factor data, and then automatically select the factor with high correlation (preset a threshold), through the influence factor correlation analysis, finally, process the difference of grain yield data to reduce the fluctuation of the data. The multiple linear regression and residual correction were used to predict future grain yield. The forecasting method proposed in this paper has a good forecasting effect on the grain yield of the whole country and Henan province. The average forecasting relative error is less than 5%.
Gray Theory and Multiple Linear Regression

Gray Theory
Gray theory was founded by the Huazhong University of Science and Technology Professor Deng Julong in the 1980s. The theory is based on some known information, some unknown "little data", "poor information" uncertain system. Through the excavation of some of the known information, the paper extracts the valuable information, in order to achieve the system operation behavior, the evolution of the correct description of the law and effective monitoring.
At present, the grey forecasting model, which is used more widely, is on the sequence forecast of a variable, the first-order differential of GM (1, 1) model [7] : Set a time sequence X (0) with n observations,
(n)} by accumulation, so the GM (1, 1) model for the corresponding differential equations is:
In it: a is the development parameter for reflecting the development trends of sequence , Set vector to be estimated parameters, T, using the least-squares method solves the parameters: , the output is Y, establish the relationship between input and output model:
, due to the complexity of f (), it is usually approximated by a polynomial expansion of the Volterra series [8] :
(6) Further simplify the model, the use of multiple linear equations (7) Where can be obtained by linear regression, i=1,2,3…m.
Combining Forecasting with Exponential Smoothing and Difference Processing
Because the grain yield is affected by many factors, it leads to the non-stationarity of the time series of grain yield. The traditional forecasting method has low accuracy and low robustness. Based on the study of gray theory and multivariate forecasting, this paper proposes a combinatorial forecasting method of grain yield based on exponential smoothing and difference processing. The method firstly analyzes the factors that affect the grain yield(total area sown to grain crops, total labor force, total fertilizer use, effective irrigation area, total electricity consumption, total mechanical power, total area affected, etc.), exponentially smoothes the previous influence factor data, and then use the gray theory to iterate to predict the new influence factor data, and then automatically select the factor with high correlation (preset a threshold) through the influence factor correlation analysis, finally, the difference of grain yield data was processed to reduce the fluctuation of the data. The multiple linear regression and residual correction were used to predict future grain yield. Specific prediction steps are as follows:
First of all, using gray theory to predict the factors affecting grain yield.
Step 1: Calculate the fluctuation amount of the adjacent data of the influence factor by performing the difference operation on the factor data affecting the grain yield in previous years:
. If the absolute value of a fluctuation is larger than the average fluctuation z=Average
（ ）
, then the data with the previous data plus (or minus) the overall average volatility to replace,
，
Where Average () represents the averaging operation, Sign () means that the symbol operation.
Step 2: Exponentially smoothing the data processed in step 1 to further reduce the fluctuation of the data:
Step 3: Using the formula in gray theory (1) - (5) and processed in previous years affect the grain yield factor data predict the next several years, the impact factor data. And then use the predicted future impact factor data and multiple regression to predict grain yield
Step 4: Perform initial image and first-order buffer operator on grain yield and impact factor data in previous years, with the aim of normalizing and smoothing the data.
Initial image operation: , k=1,2,3…,n.
First order buffer operator: ， k=1,2,3…,n.
Step 5: Calculate the correlation coefficient between grain yield and impact factor: i=1,2,3…m.
Step 6: Filter the influence factor with large correlation coefficient: In order to improve the prediction accuracy, only the correlation coefficient greater than 0.8 is preserved.
Step 7: Calculate in equation (7) using multiple linear regression, i=1,2,3…m.
Step 8: Use equation (7) to forecast grain yield: ， k=1,2,3…,n, n+1, …N.
Step 9: Perform the inverse of Step 4. Inverse operation of first order buffer operator:
, k=N, N-1, …, n, n-1…, 3, 2, 1. Initial image inverse operation:
K=n,n+1,…N，k=1,2,3…,n.
Step 10: Residual correction: Using the gray theory (ie Step 4) to forecast the grain yield error in the coming years, and then use this error to correct the grain yield in the future for a number of years, using the difference between predicted grain output and actual output in previous years as input data.
Step 11: Calculate the relative error of grain yield prediction.
Step 12: Complete the forecast.
Predictive Results Validation
Use the total grain output and the main factors affecting grain production(the total area of grain crops sown, the total labor force, the total amount of fertilizer, the effective irrigation area, electricity, mechanical power, the total area affected) of the national and Henan Province to check the data from 1978 to 2013 predicted before. In this, less than 5 years in the short-term forecast from 1978 to 2008 a total of 31 years of data to predict 2009-2013 annual output and verify; Medium to long-term forecast within 10 years Use the data from 1978 to 2003 for 26 years to forecast 2004-2013 production and verify. In this paper, gray prediction, exponential smoothing and different processing combination forecasting(no residual correction, the figure-AFS multiple predictions), and exponential smoothing and differential processing combined forecasting method(there is residual correction, the figure-AFS multiple predictions) to compare the three, the prediction results are shown in figure1-1. It can be seen from Figure 1 -Figure 4 , both are short-and medium-term (5 years) or medium-and long-term (10 years), in this paper, the relative error of annual mean prediction with exponential smoothing and differential treatment combined with residual correction is less than 5%, and it has good robustness for grain yield forecasting in different regions and different periods.
Conclusion
In order to further improve the accuracy of the grain yield forecasting and enhance the robustness of the forecasting algorithm, this paper proposes a method based on exponential smoothing and different treatment to forecast grain yield based on gray theory and multiple regression analysis.
The method firstly analyzes the factors that affect the grain yield, exponentially smoothes the previous influence factor data, and then use the gray theory to iterate to predict the new influence factor data, and then automatically select the factor with high correlation through the influence factor correlation analysis, finally, the difference of grain yield data was processed to reduce the fluctuation of the data. The multiple linear regression and residual correction were used to predict future grain yield. The forecasting method proposed in this paper has a good forecasting effect on the grain yield of the whole country and Henan province.
